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This presentation will review selected research experiments in substance abuse, correlated with current treatment approaches 
in the field. The original research on addiction focused on conditioned responses toward addictive substances.  
Many early experiments involving rats and monkeys indicated that the physiological compulsion toward addiction was so 

pervasive that the subjects would undergo self-inflicted nutritional deprivation, endure physical harm and stimulate premature 
death in the pursuit of substances. Treatment that evolved from these experiments focused on reconditioning those physiological 
responsesand medical approaches to alter these physiological responses to the substance. Later research focused on neurological 
networks and biological responses that evolve when maternal attachment or nurturing environments are provided or restricted 
and their relationship to predispositions toward addition.As early as the 60’s experiments began to show the effect of enriched and 
non-enriched environments on predilections toward addiction.  Addiction began to be seen as a complex reaction to surrounding 
circumstances influenced by both past and present environments. This view led to recovery approaches that rely more on clinical 
models that involve cognitive restructuring, communication, social development, and opportunities for enriched environments. 

This presentation will review the underlying social models in these experiments, correlating them with current trends 
in substance abuse treatment. Cognitive, behavioral and medical approaches, group therapy, family therapy, psychodynamic 
approaches, and 12 stepmodels will be explored.
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